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Write report

The project report is the most important part of the project, without it the 
project is nothing. Some of the things this needs to include are: research, a 
description of the project, a critical analysis of this project and other related 
approaches, an evaluation of the project and a conclusion. This task will be 
ongoing and work will be done toward it throughout the duration of the 
project.

These objectives will be constantly updated.

●Document all work for use in the report.
●Do research for draft Background Chapter.
●Write problem statement for draft Background Chapter.

Date: 22/01/12



  

First Entry For Logs

This will consist simply of a draft project plan (a list of mile stones) and a 
research plan. 

●Write a list of Milestones going until the end of the project which account for every step needed to complete the project.

●Write a list of what needs to be researched.

●Remember these are simply drafts.

Date: 22/01/12



  

Project Plan To Be checked by supervisor

Construct a project plan which will consist of a gant chart and a break down 
of each objective.

●Using the draft project plan construct a gant chart which will clearly show each stage and how long it should take on a 
time line. The gant chart should be colour coded

●Break down each milestone from the draft plan into smaller steps (with more deadlines if need be).

●Compile this into a document with a milestone per page, Each page will show which bit of the gant chart it is referring to 
using the colour code.

●Go throw this document with project supervisor.

Date: 31/01/12



  

Draft of background Chapter

The background chapter will include a clear statement of the problem, a 
review of other approaches. A project plan and high level design for the 
program will also be included. 

●There are three main areas of research for the background chapter

● Similar approaches to the problem or similar problems.
● Evolution and natural selection, a general overview of this subject should definitely be include in the 

background chapter. Care must be taken to not waste time exploring this subject as it is very vast and most of 
it will be beyond the scope of the project

● Genetic algorithms and evolutionary computation, to start off with again just a general overview of this subject 
is needed but research will go more in depth when the programming actually starts. 

●Document this research.

●Write a high level design which will describe the product without a lot of technical detail.

●Make any corrections to plan after reviewing with tutor.

●Write the background chapter itself.

Date: 06/02/12



  

Prototype of 3D environment

This will be a simple 3D environment built in open GL which can be walked 
around. This should have a physics engine active to as this will be needed for 
the application. 

●Learn OpenGL using the programming guide and any other useful resources.

●Investigate physics engines and make a decision of the best one to use.

●Build the 3D environment itself. This will just be a simple version with simple objects which can move around. Some sort of 
lighting will obviously be needed though.

●Integrate the physics into the environment.

Date: 12/02/12



  

Prototype of evolution

This will be as very simple application with virtual creatures which interact with and are effected by their environment and 
somehow learn/evolve something.

●Finish Sam's C++ book.

●Work out how to delete/kill a creature/object as this is an essential part of the program.

●Build a class for one plant with different attributes. The plant will have an attribute for life if this depletes completely the 
plant will die. These plants will also have an attribute for energy which will be directly linked to life. Plants will take their 
energy from the environment.

●Set up the environment which, simply put, will be a group of variables probably kept in a class which describe conditions. 
Later in the program these variables could control certain visual aspects. 

●Once the environment and the plant have been setup these need to be integrated so as the plant is effected by the 
environment and can be killed if it's health goes below 0.

●When they are integrated a method of reproduction needs to be setup and the plants will need to reproduce. For this 
simple prototype the complicated method of pollination, which involves bees and some description of stigma, will not be 
used. A more simple approach will be adopted.

●Once the reproduction is down mutation needs to be implemented which will mean random mistakes will occur in the 
copying of random plants.

●Next a moving virtual creature which would represent say a herbivore will need to be implemented. This will be the same 
as a plant but it will need to be able to move around freely (although this may be something it evolves). And it will get 
energy from the plants not the environment. 

●These virtual creatures will also need to reproduce. Both the plants and the other creatures reproduction at this stage will 
probably be some sort of mitosis- one makes two.

Date: 12/02/12



  

Low Level Design

This will be a specific design for the final product which will go into technical 
detail and consist of some UML diagrams. Up to this point the virtual creatures 
and plants will have been quite simple objects. This plan should describe a 
more complexed and visually pleasing way of describing them.

All the steps to complete each milestone can not yet be fully described. 

Date: 19/02/12



  

Revise Plan For rest of Project

At this point the plan will be revised for the rest of the project and the rest of the 
steps will be analysed and broken down.

●Assess progress so far and consider if the plan for the rest of the project is realistic if not then make it must be changed so it 
is.

Date: 19/02/12



  

Integrate Prototypes

The two prototypes (the 3d environment and the evolution prototype) need to 
be integrated so as there is one program with evolving plants and creatures in 
a 3D environment.

●This should be a simple process of putting the classes for the plants and creatures in the 3D environment and then 
changing anything 2D to 3D. But this is a part of the project where problems are lightly to be encountered This is why a 
week has been given for this simple task 

Date: 19/02/12



  

Develop final product

The actual product needs to be created in accordance with the design. This 
will have evolving virtual plants and creatures moving around the environment 
and should use advanced graphics techniques. This part of the project has 
been given over 8 weeks, the next 4 milestones are fortnightly reviews of 
progress.

All the steps to complete each milestone can not yet be fully described. 

Although two steps that can be describe now are:

Set up a food chain (virtual creatures which are predatory).

Implement more complexed virtual creatures.

Date: 20/02/12-19/04/12



  

Review Progress 1

All the steps to complete each milestone can not yet be fully described. 

Date: 04/03/12



  

Review Progress 2

All the steps to complete each milestone can not yet be fully described. 

Date: 18/03/12



  

Review Progress 3

All the steps to complete each milestone can not yet be fully described. 

Date: 01/04/12



  

Review Progress 4

All the steps to complete each milestone can not yet be fully described. 

Date: 15/04/12



  

Finish Product ready for Testing

By this date the product should be finished ready for testing, this give plenty of 
room for error.

All the steps to complete each milestone can not yet be fully described. 

Date: 19/04/12



  

Finish Testing

The product needs to be tested in as many ways as possible, evaluated and 
necessary changed must be made. 

All the steps to complete each milestone can not yet be fully described. 

Date: 26/04/12



  

Present Project (Date to be confirmed)

It has been proposed that the project will be presented in a museum or 
university. The project will need to be made into a presentable form with a 
proper plan of what to say.

All the steps to complete each milestone can not yet be fully described. 

Date: 03/05/12
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